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The Reconstruction of Poland and the Near East Dec 23 2021
The Great Problems of British Statesmanship Jun 04 2020
Problems of the Peace Jan 30 2020
Minority Rights in a contemporary dictatorship Dec 11 2020 Master's Thesis from the year 2010 in the subject Politics - International Politics - Region: Eastern
Europe, grade: 1,5, European University Viadrina Frankfurt (Oder), language: English, abstract: The master thesis is related to significant problems in contemporary
Europe – not only from the perspective of Polish people living in Belarus but also from the international perspective. Belarus is arguably the least democratic country
in Europe. As such it has posed problems for the EU and other European and Western institutions, especially on the field of minority protection. Minorities are among
the most contested issues in political life because they speak to an inherent tension in human affairs between competing desires for freedom and belonging. The
diversity, aimed by the Western political actors, simply contradicts the principle that legitimates a political community in an authoritarian state. In the case of the
Belarusian dictatorship it leads to enhanced conformity resulting in minority discrimination. The paper presents different kinds of the external influence in order to
assess the most effective one(s) when defending minority rights in a dictatorship. The 1st chapter the Author presents the ways of understanding and considering the
problems of minorities, minority rights, their protection as well as the relationship between minorities and dictatorship. The Author is highlighting research methods
too. In the 2nd chapter Ms. Szumanska concentrates on presenting the origins of dictatorship in Belarus and on how Polish minority functions there. The Author tries to
examine the situation of Poles in the contemporary Belarus. The 3rd chapter gives a good overview of regulations (internal, bilateral and international standards)
related to the treatment of minorities in Belarus. She states that practices of Belarusian authorities towards Polish minority in Belarus is incompatible with
democratic standards. The 4th chapter is an attempt to present and analyze the impact of Western countries and international organizations on Belarusian authorities.
Ms. Szumanska uses the following examples of foreign actors: USA, OSCE, EU, UUN, Russia and Poland. Ms. Szumanska has also mentioned the influence of NGO’s in Belarus
and has examined some aspects of discrimination of the Polish minority (press, Catholic practices, education, labour market..etc.). In the last chapter “Conclusions”
the Author tries to refer to aims posed in introduction, to answer the research questions and to find out why all this is taking place.
The Polish Underground and the Jews, 1939–1945 Jul 06 2020 The Polish Underground and the Jews, 1939–1945 examines one of the central problems in the history of
Polish-Jewish relations: the attitude and the behavior of the Polish Underground - the resistance organization loyal to the Polish government-in-exile - toward the
Jews during World War II. Using a variety of archival documents, testimonies, and memoirs, Zimmerman offers a careful, dispassionate narrative, arguing that the
reaction of the Polish Underground to the catastrophe that befell European Jewry was immensely varied, ranging from aggressive aid to acts of murder. By analyzing the
military, civilian, and political wings of the Polish Underground and offering portraits of the organization's main leaders, this book is the first full-length
scholarly monograph in any language to provide a thorough examination of the Polish Underground's attitude and behavior towards the Jews during the entire period of
World War II.
The Polish-German Problem Jul 30 2022
Can the Polish debt problem be solved? Mar 02 2020
Designing and Implementing Public Policy of Contemporary Polish Society May 16 2021 Multidimentional perspectives of public policy in Poland
The West and Poland Apr 26 2022 The book explores the mechanism of public responses, especially the role of Polish propaganda. From the battlefields of Poland, Poles
influenced foreign correspondence and their informational network colored reports coming out of news agencies, such as Rueters. This emphasis counters the accepted
views of historians of 19th century Britain who maintain that public opinion emanated in knee-jerk fashion from circumstances and events of the times.
The Ukrainian-Polish Problem in the Dissolution of the Russian Empire, 1914-1917 May 04 2020
The Origins of Modern Polish Democracy Jul 18 2021 "This important book, to which mane of the leading scholars of the subject have contributed, provides a clear and
accessible account of the evolution of Polish democratic thought and of the aspirations of the Polish people for a democratic political system from the 1863 January
Uprising to the present day. It fills a long-felt need in the scholarship on this topic."-Antony Polonsky, Albert Abramson Professor of Holocaust Studies, United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum and Brandeis University -A Collection of Polish Works on Philosophical Problems of Time and Spacetime Feb 10 2021 This is a collection of some works of Polish philosophers and physicists on
philosophical problems of time and spacetime. Without restricting the thematic scope of the papers, the issue conceming objectivity of time flow runs as a uniting
thread through most of them. Partly it is discussed directIy, and partly the authors focus on themes which are of paramount importance for one's attitude to that
question. In the first six papers the authors deal with their topics against the background of contemporary physics, its theories, its difficulties and discussed
conjectures. For the paper of S. Snihur that background is provided by everyday worId-outlook, and the author discusses the problem of existence and character of the
future in the light of basic principles of cIassical logic. The paper of A. P61tawski, about the views of the outstanding polish philosopher Roman Ingarden, enriches
the thematic scope of the coIIection introducing into it some questions from philosophical anthropology and ethics. JERZY GOLOSZ MOTION, SPACE, TIME*. Abstract. The
paper discusses the properties of spacetime we study by analyzing the phenomenon of motion. Of special interest are the spacetime symmetries. the spacetime structures
and the ontological status of spacetime. These problems are considered on the grounds of the c1assical theories of motion contained in Newtonian physics, special and
general theory of relativity. The controversy between an absolute and a relational conception of motion and its ontological implications are also analyzed.
London's Polish Borders Jan 12 2021 The figure of the Polish plumber or builder has long been a well-established icon of the British national imagination, uncovering
the UK's collective unease with immigration from Central and Eastern Europe. But despite the powerful impact the UK's second largest language group has had on their
host country's culture and politics, very little is known about its members. This painstakingly researched book offers a broad perspective on Polish migrants in the
UK, taking into account discursive actions, policies, family connections, transnational networks, and political engagement of the diaspora. Born out of a decade of
ethnographic studies among various communities of Polish nationals living in London, Michal P. Garapich documents the changes affecting both Polish migrants and
British society, offering insight into the inner tensions and struggles within what is often assumed to be a uniform and homogeneous category. From Polish financial
sector workers to the Polish homeless population, this groundbreaking book provides a street-level account of cultural and social determinants of Polish migrants as
they continually rework their relation to class and ethnicity.
Poles and Jews Apr 14 2021 The theme of this rich and highly focused volume is Polish perceptions of Jews and Jewish perceptions of Poles from the Middle Ages to the
present. Essays by Leszek Kolakowski and Wladyslaw Bartoszewski set the parameters of the debate. Contributors analyse sources ranging from Yiddish folk-songs to
Hebrew, Yiddish, and Polish literature to Polish plays, and the discussions range over the entire period. Norman Davies writes on ethnic diversity in twentieth-century
Poland, and other essays deal with related political aspects. There is also an important exchange between Stanislaus Blejwas and Shmuel Krakowski entitled Polemic as
History'.
The Cold War in the Classroom Jun 24 2019 This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. This book explores how the socially disputed period of the Cold War is
remembered in today’s history classroom. Applying a diverse set of methodological strategies, the authors map the dividing lines in and between memory cultures across
the globe, paying special attention to the impact the crisis-driven age of our present has on images of the past. Authors analysing educational media point to
ambivalence, vagueness and contradictions in textbook narratives understood to be echoes of societal and academic controversies. Others focus on teachers and the
history classroom, showing how unresolved political issues create tensions in history education. They render visible how teachers struggle to handle these challenges
by pretending that what they do is ‘just history’. The contributions to this book unveil how teachers, backgrounding the political inherent in all memory practices,
often nourish the illusion that the history in which they are engaged is all about addressing the past with a reflexive and disciplined approach.
Poland’s Foreign and Security Policy Feb 22 2022 This book analyses determinants and the evolution of Poland’s foreign and security policy in the changing
international order. By studying historical, geopolitical and domestic factors, the author offers a better understanding of Poland’s national interests and sheds new
light on its foreign relations with the USA, Russia and the European Union. Furthermore, the author also discusses Poland’s cooperation within international
organisations, such as NATO and the EU.
Some Problems Relating to the Polish Road to Socialism Mar 14 2021
Poland's Problems and Progress Oct 01 2022
Poland and the Baltic Jun 28 2022
Memory, Identity, and Nationalism in European Regions Sep 19 2021 Memory studies is a well-established academic discipline, but the revised issue of ethnicity poses a
new set of research questions, particularly in relation to the problem of the operational character of memory and ethnicity in the context of traumatized identity.
Contemporary political processes in Europe, populism, and nationalism, in addition to ethnic challenges in the form of demographic shifts have created a situation in
which new national identities have been developed simultaneously with emerging competitive historical memories. Memory, Identity, and Nationalism in European Regions
is an essential scholarly resource that investigates the interactions between politics and managed historical memory and the discourse of ethnicity in European
regions. Featuring topics such as anthropology, memory politics, and national identity, this book is ideally designed for scholars, practitioners, specialists, and
politicians.
Holocaust and Human Behavior Apr 02 2020 Holocaust and Human Behavior uses readings, primary source material, and short documentary films to examine the challenging
history of the Holocaust and prompt reflection on our world today
I’d Like to Say Sorry, but There’s No One to Say Sorry To Dec 31 2019 An exquisitely original collection of darkly funny stories that explore the panorama of Jewish
experience in contemporary Poland, from a world-class contemporary writer “These small, searing prose pieces are moving and unsettling at the same time. If the
diagnosis they present is right, then we have a great problem in Poland.” —Olga Tokarczuk, Nobel Prize laureate and author of Flights Mikołaj Grynberg is a
psychologist and photographer who has spent years collecting and publishing oral histories of Polish Jews. In his first work of fiction—a book that has been widely

praised by critics and was shortlisted for Poland’s top literary prize—Grynberg recrafts those histories into little jewels, fictionalized short stories with the ring
of truth. Both biting and knowing, I’d Like to Say Sorry, but There’s No One to Say Sorry To takes the form of first-person vignettes, through which Grynberg explores
the daily lives and tensions within Poland between Jews and gentiles haunted by the Holocaust and its continuing presence. In “Unnecessary Trouble,” a grandmother
discloses on her deathbed that she is Jewish; she does not want to die without her family knowing. What is passed on to the family is fear and the struggle of what to
do with this information. In “Cacophony,” Jewish identity is explored through names, as Miron and his son Jurek demonstrate how heritage is both accepted and denied.
In “My Five Jews,” a non-Jewish narrator remembers five interactions with her Jewish countrymen, and her own anti-Semitism, ruefully noting that perhaps she was wrong
and should apologize, but no one is left to say “I’m sorry” to. Each of the thirty-one stories is a dazzling and haunting mini-monologue that highlights a different
facet of modern Poland’s complex and difficult relationship with its Jewish past.
Cultural Assets and the Problem of Property Oct 09 2020
Poland in the Modern World Mar 26 2022 Poland in the Modern World presents a history of the country from the late nineteenth century to the present, incorporating new
perspectives from social and cultural history and positioning it in a broad global context Challenges traditional accounts Poland that tend to focus on national,
political history, emphasizing the country's 'exceptionalism'. Presents a lively, multi-dimensional story, balancing coverage of high politics with discussion of
social, cultural and economic changes, and their effects on individuals’ daily lives. Explores both the regional diversity within Poland and the country’s place within
Europe and the wider world. Provides a new interpretive framework for understanding key historical events in Poland’s modern history, including the experiences of
World War II and the postwar communist era.
The Essential Guide to Being Polish Jul 26 2019 Being Polish is no joke. For ten million people of Polish ancestry in the United States, as well as many who have
settled in the UK since the fall of communism, it is a heartfelt matter -- and amid all the travel guides and guides to Polish language, folklore, and customs, there
is no single, comprehensive, reader-friendly and yet ever-informative reference on what it means to be Polish. Enter The Essential Guide to Being Polish -- the go-to
concise resource for anyone looking to reconnect with their culture or, indeed, hoping that their friends, children, or colleagues learn something about their
heritage. Divided into three sections to make for an easy-to-follow format -- Poland in Context, Poles in Poland, and Poles Abroad -- this guide covers just about
everything and does so in a style that is at once entertaining and informative: the country's history and geography, wars, Jews in Poland, the communist past, the postcommunist past and present, language, kings and queens, religion/Catholicism (with special focus on Pope John Paul II), holidays, food, and drink. What is a real
Polish wedding all about? That, too, is addressed succinctly and with flair in this guide. Other chapters cover literature, music, art, famous scientists, Polish men
and Polish women, Poles in America, Poles in the UK, Poles and the EU, and last but not least, Polish pride. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Global Change and Polish Problems Aug 31 2022
American Warsaw Aug 07 2020 Pacyga chronicles more than a century of immigration, and later emigration back to Poland, showing how the community has continually
redefined what it means to be Polish in Chicago.
Danzig and the Polish Problem Oct 21 2021
Polish-Russian Problem Jan 24 2022
A World Problem Nov 09 2020 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that
seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Black Book of Polish Censorship Aug 19 2021 Contains the verbatim text of the notorious "Blackbook" of notes and recommendations, used by government censors in
the Office for the Control of the Press, Publications, and Entertainment.
A World Problem: Jews-Poland-humanity; a Psychological and Historical Study Nov 02 2022 Presents the Jews of Poland as an infection afflicting that country.
The Polish Question as an International Problem Jun 16 2021
Poland and the Jews May 28 2022
Mistranslation and Misinterpretation Sep 27 2019 The book &ltI>(Mis)translation and (Mis)interpretation: Polish Literature in the Context of Cross-Cultural
Communication is devoted to various aspects of the presence of Polish literature and culture in cross-cultural and international contexts. The chapters discuss the
problems of the translation (and mistranslation), as well as the interpretation (and misinterpretation) of literary texts, cultural facts and even social interactions.
Even though no specific literary or cultural theory is explicitly discussed in the book, each of the central issues raised in particular chapters implicitly refers to
a significant theoretical problem. The first section of the book is devoted to five examples of English translations of Polish poetry and Polish translations of
English poetry. The second section of the book is titled &ltI>Polish Culture in European and American Contexts. The first three chapters discuss the issue of -hate
speech- and cultural misunderstandings in the context of Reformation polemics, and the problem of pattern poetry. The next five chapters deal with various issues of
cross-cultural communication between Poland and America. All case studies discussed in the book exemplify one general problem: how to communicate effectively despite
linguistic, cultural and religious differences and how to understand and translate the cultural heritage of the past to contemporary readers."
Polish Russian Problem Oct 28 2019
The Oder-Neisse Boundary and Poland's Modernization Aug 26 2019
RBEZAHL - A Polish Fairy Tale Nov 29 2019 ISSN: 2397-9607 Issue 412 In this 412th issue of the Baba Indaba?s Children's Stories series, Baba Indaba narrates the
Polish Fairy Tale "RBEZAHL?. Rbezahl is a folklore mountain spirit of the Karkonosze, or Giant, ÿMountains which run along the border between the historical lands of
Bohemia (Czech Republic) and Silesia (Poland). In legend, Rbezahl appears as a giant, a gnome, or mountain spirit. With good people he is friendly, teaching them
medicine and giving them presents. However, if someone derides him he exacts a severe revenge. He sometimes plays the role of a trickster in folk tales. Our story
starts with Rbezahl tending a flock of sheet in a sweet mountain glade. He spies and falls in love with a fair maiden, a daughter of the King. He plans to win her
love by enchanting a nearby grotto by turning rocks into white marble, daisies into climbing roses, rocks into crystals and berries into strange and exotic fruits.
Even sparrows are transformed into exotic colourful creatures. On arriving the princess and her companions are amazed by their discovery. After tasting the fruits and
exploring this magical mini-wonderland, the princess cries out that nothing would content her but to bathe in the marble pool. This she did??? But what happened next
you ask?? Well, to find the answer to this question, and any others you may have, you will have to download and read this story to find out for yourself. 10% of the
profit from the sale of this book will be donated to charities. INCLUDES LINKS TO DOWNLOAD 8 FREE STORIES Each issue also has a "WHERE IN THE WORLD - LOOK IT UP"
section, where young readers are challenged to look up a place on a map somewhere in the world. The place, town or city is relevant to the story. HINT - all places can
be found using Google maps. In looking up these place names, using Google Maps, it is our hope that young people will click on the images and do further investigations
about the people who live in these towns in order to gain an understanding of the many and varied cultures from around the world. Through such an exercise, it is also
our hope that young people will not only increase their knowledge of world geography but also increase their appreciation and tolerance of other peoples and cultures.
Baba Indaba is a fictitious Zulu storyteller who narrates children's stories from around the world.ÿ "Baba Indaba" translates as "Father of Stories". =============
KEYWORDS/TAGS: Baba Indaba, Children?s, stories, childrens, Folklore, Fairy, Folklore, Tales, bedtime story, storyteller, fables, legends, princess, gnome, palace,
little, heart, love, Ratibor, maidens, wonderful, cry, took, kidnap, steal, flowers, golden, magpie, basket, castle, magic, underground, Brunhilda, Rbezahl, turnips,
pleased, company, garden, Prince, marble, grief, charming, vanish, wander, mortal, marry, marriage, children, weep, tears, spring, underworld, gases, steam, vents,
king, queen, quest, hunt, pool, pond
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